INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPANTS:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------***Presentation about entrepreneuership in your country***
Please prepare a presentation for max. 15 minutes about entrepreneurship in your country (be
prepared also for additional questions from the audience).
Some hints what you might include to your presentation:
- successfull stories - famous entrepreneurs from your country
- what industries are typical in your country
- how many % of people have business in your country
what kind of financing is there available? (banks, investors, some help from the government..?)
- how many days does it take to set up a business (is it possible via internet?)
- how much are the taxes?
- how is the entrepreneurship environment in your country? How do people perceive
businessmen? Are there business school? Are there NGOs that help business?
- are young people supported to start their business? are there special programs for women? or
for family businesses?
- are there any social entrepreneurs?
- some interesting facts

***Presentation about development of rural areas in your country***
Please prepare a presentation for max. 15 minutes about development of rural areas in your
country (be prepared also for additional questions from the audience).
Some hints what you might include to your presentation:
- successfull stories/projects from your country
- what types of business are typical for development of rural areas in your country? (farmsanimals, herbs, vegetables, fruits…? What kind of agrotourism? What other businesses?)
- how many % of people live in rural areas in your country?
- What are typical problems of rural areas and its population in your country?
are young people staying in rural areas? What are the trends?
- What are the pros/cons of rural areas vs. urban areas in your country? (comparison)
- What are your ideas for developing rural areas in your country?
some interesting facts

***Presentation of your country and culture***
There will be 3 intercultural nights where different countries will be presented. Here are some
hints on what to bring/prepare:
- short videos promoting your country, culture...
- songs and traditional dances (you can also dance and teach others your tradition dance ;-)
- quiz with interesting facts about your country
- flag and promo materials about your country (catalogue, fliers etc - stop by at tourist information
center in your city)
- food and drinks

	
  

